Pointe Adolphe Rey : «Cache-Cache»

By Alain Stuber and Romain Vogler 1989

“Cache-Cache” (“Hide and Seek”) is a beautiful route which offers varied climbing. Some pitches are very aesthetic on gorgeous
granite. Albeit fairly short, “Cache-Cache” is a little gem that will please everyone.

Approach: 1h from the Torino hut. 1h30 from Aiguille du Midi.
Leave the glacier at the level of the Salluard route’s start, left of the obvious couloir. Get to the bolt with quick-link which is well visible from the glacier. This approach is very good in summer. It is also possible to ascend the snow cone of the couloir to reach R0.
- Glacier gear
- 2 racks of camalots C4 up to n°3 (blue)
- 1 rack of C3 or X4 .1 .2 .3
- 1 rack of nuts
- 10-12 quickdraws

- 250m of rock climbing 7a / obligatory 6b
- Fixed anchors except for R0
- 2 bolts and chain at the anchor
- Route rebolted in 2015
- 50 meter rappels. 60m ropes advised

Itinerary
P0 15m 4c

From the “bolt and quick-link” go right. Descend a few meters in the direction of the couloir ( snow cone), directly
take the grooves which lead to a large couloir exposed to rock falls, R0 on a big block. The R0 of the couloir is
not bolted. With a 60m rope it is possible to directly reach R1 from the “bolt and quick-link”.

P1 40m 6a+

From R0, climb onto a thick flake towards the right, in order to reach a bolt protecting the start. Follow the crack
system to the right, parallel to the couloir, and you will bump into a small roof above you. Climb over it from the
right, some athletic moves. Then follow a crack that rises right until R1.

P2 45m 6b

Enter the wide crack formed by the impressive flake left of the anchor. Step onto this flake. A bolt at arm-height
protects the next part: the wide crack to the right, delicate and a little exposed. Then follow an easier crack system, first straight, then upwards left until R2.

P3 30m 6c+

Beautiful slab. From R2, first leave towards the left, then upwards right. Bolts. At the end of the slab, follow the
crack that goes upward left. Traverse left under the bulge and climb it left, following a good flake. R3 just above.

P4 35m 7a

The crux of the route. Sustained but well-protectable pitch. Starts left of the anchor. Follow the pronounced
cracked corner. Finger and then handcrack. After 15 or so meters, traverse left and join another line of cracks.
Athletic. R4 above a small roof, avoided by going left.

P5 40m 6b+

Start slightly upwards left, but not too far left. Follow a system of parallel cracks. Continue upwards right through
an easier section. Reach to the right a crack formed by the impressive corner. The first part is easily protectable,
fingers, hands. The second part is wider and protected by 3 bolts. Enter right of the large roof in a narrow bottle
neck gully. As you leave the gully, follow the plateau to the right. R5. A game of Hide and Seek…

P6 30m 5c

From R5 climb the beautiful wall above, staying just left of the ridge, bolts. Climbing on knobs and large crimpers,
splendid. R6 and the start of the abseil line are at the top of the summit pinnacle.

Descent: Rappel down the route
The first rappel from R6 is delicate because it traverses. Moving onto the North face for the last 20m is a good option. With a 60m
rope it is tempting to rappel P4-3 and P3-2 in one go. This is not advised however, as there is a high probability of the rope getting
stuck, an important risk in this route. A 60m rope can be useful to reach directly the “bolt and quick-link” of the start, from R1.
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«Two-part» itinerary

Pointe Adolphe Rey «Cache-Cache»

Approach: 1h from the Torino hut. 1h30 from Aiguille du
Midi.
Leave the glacier at the level of the Salluard route’s start, left of the
obvious couloir. Get to the bolt with quick-link which is well visible from
the glacier. This approach is very good in summer. It is also possible to
ascend the snow cone of the couloir to reach R0.
- Glacier gear
- 2 racks of camalots C4 up to n°3 (blue)
- 1 rack of C3 or X4 .1 .2 .3
- 1 rack of nuts
- 12 quickdraws
- 250m of rock climbing 7a / obligatory 6b
- Fixed anchors except for R0
- 2 bolts and chain at the anchor
- Route rebolted in 2015
- 50 meter rappels. 60m ropes advised

Descent: Rappel down the route

The first rappel from R6 is delicate because it traverses. Moving onto
the North face for the last 20m is a good option.
With a 60m rope it is tempting to rappel P4-3 and P3-2 in one go. This
is not advised however, as there is a high probability of the rope getting stuck, an important risk in this route.
A 60m rope can be useful to reach directly the “bolt and quick-link” of
the start, from R1.
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